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However much power you have, itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s never enoughÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ in the Shattered

Lands.Dragons and the Demonomicon Ã¢â‚¬â€œ the most complete volume of demon-summoning

spells in the online RPG world of the Shattered Lands Ã¢â‚¬â€œ werenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t enough for

Eric.In his quest for power, heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s summoned something he canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t control.Now Eric

and his allies march forth to war Ã¢â‚¬â€œ and Daniel and Mira, a hero and a dark elf, are the only

things standing in his path.The game plays out in both the Shattered Lands and the real world, as

crime begets crime and betrayal follows betrayal. But now there are new players in the drama, all

with their own motives: a witchÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ a demon general from hellÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ and an artificial

intelligence that is wreaking havoc in the game.So log into the Shattered LandsÃ¢â‚¬Â¦Grab your

weapon of choiceÃ¢â‚¬Â¦And prepare for the battle of your life.Shattered Lands 2: The Fall Of

Blackstone is the second book in a LitRPG series.
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Daniel is a moron, Mira is a turncoat, everybody in the story are so unbeliebly imbecilic it



hurts.Daniel likes the smart chick from science class and she also likes him, but now for some

reason he's going after Eric's crush Mira and she's after him even though she's been after Eric for

years. Nothing in the story makes sense. Levels don't mean anything whatsoever. It is all so

inconsistent and obnoxious.

I received an advance copy of this book and was asked to review it if I liked it. I feel fortunate that I

was able to read this right away, as the first book in the series ended a little too abruptly, I think. As

always, the book was well written and nicely paced. I enjoyed the first one, and really enjoyed this

one, I think because less time had to be spent on world building and exposition. This story was

chock full of excitement as the protagonists set out to find the artificial intelligence discovered in the

first game. The battle description was very original. My favorite had to be hell, which was very

creative. This author doesn't break new ground with his stories, but manages to make familiar

themes and tales fresh. His young characters feel authentic and react the way a young person

would be expected. Looking forward to the next installment! This author does good stuff, and if you

like fantasy/adventures, this series is for you, not just gamers.

I was very happy to read this book as the first book in the series had me curious about how things

will turn out. This book was much faster paced and engaging. I loved how fast the story moved

along and how realistic the emotions and teenage turmoil was. The details of the gaming world are

brought to life so you dont need to be a gamer to enjoy it and understand it. You can see what hell

is like and you can actually visualize the side characters because Darren brings them to life with

descriptive story telling that pulls you into the RPG world. I wasnt expecting the second book to be

even better than the first but it hooked me right at the beginning and has me anxiously awaiting for

the next. Write faster Darren!

This book continues directly where the first book ended. The author does a good job exploring what

would happen if an AI developed accidentally as part of a MMORPG. If you enjoyed the first book,

you will probably enjoy this one. I say probably, because it has a cliffhanger ending. So if you don't

like cliffhangers, wait for the third book to be released before you read this one.

I highly recommend this author. His Peter and the Monster's series is excellent. This new series is

also very enjoyable. This second book in the series is even better than the first as the characters

get more familiar and defined and the real plot of the series comes to the forefront. I can't wait to



read the third book in the series.

I was lucky and got to read this second volume early. I was so happy to see it because I was dying

to know what happen since Shatterlands book 1. I love the writers imagination.How does he come

up with all those Lands and creatures and story line. It's amazing. Once you read this book you will

be hooked into Shattered Lands.

There are dozens more books on  unlimited that are of far higher quality than this. The

inconsistencies in character motivation are numerous and everyone keeps treating the game like

real life. There are supposedly millions of people playing Shattered Lands with zero issues and this

group of three friends can't play for five minutes without losing it.

I like the ending where he gets all creepy.lol
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